
API MANAGEMENT
ADOPTION IN 4 WEEKS | 
AZURE CLOUD

Future-Proof Integration on Azure

Enterprises across all industries are embracing API 
architectures to develop and deploy applications faster 
and more seamlessly. Streamlining work across hybrid 
and multi-cloud environments enables collaboration 
and innovation, allowing you to swiftly respond to 
market demands and gain competitive edge. APIs on 
Azure enable you to design a monetization strategy to 
meet the needs of your API consumers and boost ROI.

Paradigm’s APIM (API management) foundation, 
enables your business team to focus on developing 
applications instead of reinventing security, caching, 
or rate-limiting features. It also simplifies the adoption 
and consumption of your service by providing a central 
point for API documentation and onboarding. Empower 
your organization with a strategic toolset to drive both 
business growth and technical excellence.

Key Benefits

• Faster integration
• Modularity and reusability
• Simplify complex functionalities
• Improve end-user and 

business stakeholder self-
sustainability

How We Get You There

Intake
• Identify outcome  

and value
• Define backlogs
• Anticipate demand

Deliver
• Estimate and self-

organize
• Identify accelerators
• Plan and deliver

Operationalize
• Build DevOps
• Set up monitoring
• Define metrics

Scale
• Monthly review
• Communicate
• Build community of 

practice
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Power of Paradigm - API Management for Global 500 
Construction Manufacturer

Paradigm’s experts enabled effective and reusable data sharing 
between internal business teams and external constituents, saving 
$1.5M in license costs.

• ~78% reduction in cycle time (weeks to days)
• 81% efficiency increase
• +25% performance improvement - automated APIM policies

81%
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The Power of Paradigm

Paradigm Technology is an award-winning cloud consulting company and leader in cloud, digital, and business 
transformation, working for 25 years with the Fortune 500. We focus on assisting our clients in meeting their toughest goals: 
revenue, operations, organization, and risk; delivering and communicating measurable value and impact above all else – 
that’s the Power of Paradigm.

Data Estate Modernization • Cloud Migration • Multi-Cloud XOps • Master Data Management • Data Quality Management
• Data Governance • Digital Intelligence 360 • Data Science & Applied AI • Analytics Automation • Streaming & Batch Integration 
• Data Hub/Mesh • Hybrid Integration & API Management

Cloud Data
Management

Advanced
Analytics

Data
Engineering
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Operational Impact - The Power of Paradigm

Paradigm’s API management on Azure cloud enables futureproof, effective, and non-disruptive integration 
for an easily expandable foundation for integration company wide.

Productivity gain -
Do more with less, 

reduce development 
lifecycles

2X +50%
Eliminate tool renewal 

costs
Savings -

Reduce time and money 
spent on maintenance 

and support

Predictability -
Anticipate time and cost 

to expand integration 
capabilities


